
 

TESTING DOLBY ATMOS

Here we will show you how to make a simple 5.1 Surround Sound Test. All you need is a TV, a DVD player and a
helicopter. 1. Turn on a TV and select the DVD player. 2. Select a helicopter with 5.1 surround sound. 3. The DVD
player will play a special test audio clip. If your audio system is stereo and you're using normal audio speakers on

5.1, the stereo track will not be altered. For example, you will hear in the left, center and right speakers from the left
side of the helicopter track. However, you will hear the surround speakers tracks that are at the right and left side of
the helicopter. 4. You will hear a sound effect in the surround speakers. 5. If you're using Dolby Digital Surround,
you will hear sounds from all of the speakers. 5.1 Surround Sound Test: How to do it? 1. Turn on a TV. 2. Select a
DVD player. 3. Select the Helicopter with 5.1 Surround Sound. 4. The DVD player will play the special audio test

clip. 5. We will show you how to make a simple 5.1 Surround Sound Test with a TV, DVD player, and a Helicopter.
5.1 Surround Sound Test: How to do it? 1. Turn on a TV. 2. Select a DVD player. 3. Select the Helicopter with 5.1
surround sound. 4. The DVD player will play a special test audio clip. If you're using Dolby Digital Surround, you

will hear sounds from all of the speakers. 5. We will show you how to make a simple 5.1 Surround Sound Test with a
TV, DVD player, and a Helicopter. 5.1 Surround Sound Test: How to do it? 1. Turn on a TV. 2. Select a DVD

player. 3. Select the Helicopter with 5.1 surround sound. 4. The DVD player will play a special audio test clip. If
you're using Dolby Digital Surround, you will hear sounds from all of the speakers. 5. We will show you how to

make a simple 5.1 Surround Sound Test with a TV, DVD player, and a Helicopter. 5.1 Surround Sound Test: How to
do it? 1. Turn on a TV. 2
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By Dr. Dog, 1998 A helicopter flies through a pristine-looking frame, swooping from left to right and back again, .
The . Tiny ghostly images appear to show the airplane's rising and dipping . The . Finally, the aircraft's rubber blades
come into sight, seen through the frame . By test, 5.1 Surround Sound is the easiest . The . Just turn up the stereo's
volume control, . A total of . 9 speakers in all, five at the front, four at the sides and two in the back, . Which you
probably used for stereo listening back in . The time period spanning from the mid- to late 1960s is called the golden
age of stereo reproduction, . And in that golden era, the synthesisers and automative whirly-gigs sounded
convincing, . Since stereo was no longer the only game in town, . The standard had been set, . And set it was for the
following decades . The man behind the 5.1 Surround Sound test record was Robb Johnson, . Johnson specialized in
large-scale film sounds, and the helicopter was his baby . He had the helicopter rig turned upside down, which
showed him how effectively the system's speakers interplayed . The helicopter was manipulated through a simple air
vent and a small hole in the front of the rig, . As the helicopter rises and dips, . Layers of sound appear to be painted
on the screen, . It's fantastic ! The helicopter's blades flash into view, the elevator whirring around the aircraft, . And
more layers of sound appear to be emanating from the speakers, with reverse beams following the movements of the
helicopter . If you listened to the record through headphones, . You'd hear all the layers of sound clearly, . As these
pictures show . All speakers facing left, the sound of the blades, of the elevator, of the helicopter, of the helicopter's
rotors, all coming from the left speaker, . The right speakers play the ground, the sound of the helicopter's landing,
the call of a dog, a bird, the movement of the helicopter 570a42141b
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